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Anglia Forward 
 
Some thoughts on opportunities for the wider Anglia region to punch above its weight with a sustained and growing economy 
 
Why is this important? 
 
Strategic fit/importance: 

 Current and growing shortfall in effective area road capacity, long journey times and congestion. 

 Economic growth will be stifled unless more capacity/shorter journey times offered in medium term. 
 Unattractive current comparisons with journey times between other LEP zones – Anglia is typified by longer distances, lower speeds and 

unreliability of overall journeys, both by road and by rail. 

 Connectivity gaps within Anglia, and with non-London economic principal regions, which are worsening with congestion.  
 Sustainability and heritage limits scope for expansion of road links, while public transport has spare capacity within Anglia. 
 Builds on emerging economic policy solutions with tier of LEPs and strengthened local partnerships. 
 
Achievable gains with strong regional / national / international outcomes: 
 Creation of new transport capacity to allow expansion of area GVA, with jobs created through easier, non-congested travel, joining up principal 

centres of population and business. 
 Increased competitiveness of the wider Anglia zone, if New Anglia LEP able to work in partnership with Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough 

LEP, neighbouring areas in Essex, and with other key stakeholders. 
 Better linkage to Stansted and Norwich Airports to increase international competitiveness, and for freight via Stansted, and via Felixstowe and 

other Anglian ports. 
 Relief of nationally important strategic road network (SRN) corridors including M11/A11/A12 and cross-country routes, by attracting existing sub-

regional journeys to public transport, so allowing re-allocation of scarce road capacity for greater added value benefit. 

 Strong agglomeration advantages, through intra-Anglia scope for greater business efficiencies and joined-up skills clusters. 
 Maximise the accessibility of main business investment zones such as Martlesham, Haverhill, Mildenhall (foreseen), and the wider Sizewell 

catchment, and in concert with existing strong agglomerations such as Cambridge, along with effective marketing stimuli and connectivity to 
workforce locations. 
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How will it help by being better connected? 
 
The New Anglia LEP and its partners are leading the way in promoting a growing economy for Norfolk and Suffolk. There are successful early results 
from the objective to shorten links between the main centres and London, with the ‘Norwich in Ninety’ campaign. This shows that a focused set of 
priorities can secure wider regional support and central government backing. 
 
Anglia also seeks a stronger internal economy, and better links on non-London corridors. Within a regionally inclusive catchment, there are fast 
growing knowledge-based economies demonstrated by Cambridge and its hinterland, the international connectivity of Stansted and Norwich 
Airports, and the world-competitive port of Felixstowe and the historic ports of Harwich, Ipswich, Lowestoft, Yarmouth, and Lynn. Commercial and 
innovation strengths are demonstrated at many hubs, such as Martlesham and Haverhill. 
 
The policy window opened by ‘Norwich in Ninety’ shows the opportunity to leverage other major improvements to linkages which will benefit Anglia, 
its communities and businesses. To be a fully effective part of the British economy, it is essential to reduce journey times and improve accessibility 
between main centres of population, jobs and foreseeable new centres of economic activity. To take just two prime examples: 
 
 How is Anglia to secure maximum economic dividends from the multi-billion investment in Sizewell ‘C’, 

at a relatively remote site on the Suffolk Coast? The key shortcoming is not knowing how such 
investment will yield maximum impacts across a broad catchment which experiences much 
deprivation. It is just 40 miles from Sizewell to beyond Norwich, the Broads, East Dereham, Thetford, 
Bury, Sudbury and Colchester, yet direct jobs, the scope for associated new infrastructure investment 
and new businesses,  and the flow of wealth around Anglia are hindered by the 50-80 minute journey 
times across the potential catchment, which is also all car-based with no public transport to rely on. 

 
 What fundamental new opportunities will arise with the USAF’s expected departure from Mildenhall 

Airbase? This is a massive site, strategically sited in the heart of Anglia and opening up many options 
for industrial and technological businesses, or alternatively scope to create much-needed housing 
capacity – yet it has limited connectivity with the potential employee base, access to back offices, the 
knowledge economy of Cambridge or the commercial hubs of Ipswich and Norwich. 

 
 

40 MILES FROM SIZEWELL AND MILDENHALL 
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Discontinuity between Anglia population centres and principal means of travel 
 
Many journeys are local, and will require locally effective means of getting about. Car, bus, walking and cycling are the most realistic options for the 
bulk of passenger travel. Rail also has a medium and long distance role, and as a time and convenience buster for congested road conditions and on 
corridors with heavy flows, such as principal commuter corridors or for inter-urban travel. For freight movement and ports access, the lorry 
predominates. However the Port of Felixstowe is also very reliant on (and vulnerable to) its congested and single-track railway branch from the Great 
Eastern main line at Ipswich, and generates significant cross-country rail volumes. 
 
We shall look here are two levels of data, to gauge the effectiveness of rail and car modes, principally for inter-urban movements. 
 
NETWORK EFFECTIVENESS 
 
This takes the main population volumes (at 2011/2001 levels for overall urban areas, not the administrative areas), and contrasts those with the 
2013-14 station usage estimates for total entry/exit. The number of rail journeys per head of population is established. This is an imperfect number 
as non-resident populations are excluded (relevant, for example, for university cities and towns), while the urban population has grown since 2001. 
The resulting figures therefore overstate the current day effectiveness of rail. A table is shown overleaf. 
 
It is clear that only at a few major locations does rail travel equate to one journey per person per week on average, or more (over ca. 50 journeys per 
head of population). The bulk of rail travel equates to less than that, typically one journey per person per fortnight, per month or less. Indicatively, 
the scale of regular committed rail travel by commuters can be gauged by the proportion of season ticket usage at each station, with the bulk of 
other travel being for occasional journeys (whether on business or for leisure). This supplementary comparison shows a much more consistent – and 
small scale volume - across the Anglia rail network, if taking that zone as equivalent to Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire, Peterborough and N.Essex. 
 
The conclusion of this quick poll is that there is a large gap between rail’s nominal infrastructure presence in Anglia and its actual effectiveness for 
most ordinary journeys within or beyond the area. This is a combination of weaknesses in infrastructure and service levels, and connection 
arrangements. It points to a huge challenge, and a huge opportunity, for rail to delivery much more for Anglia, through a targeted programme of 
investment and service improvements, both within and beyond the Anglia catchment. Improvements to connectivity for major existing and new 
centres of population and jobs should be considered. Intra-Anglia links could be reviewed according to economic growth and population priorities, 
and for access to international hubs such as Stansted Airport, while there are many non-London principal corridors to be considered, including the 
emerging East West Rail project to access MK, Oxford and the South Midlands, and the scope for substantial improvements via Peterborough to the 
West and East Midlands and the A1/Great Northern trunk corridor to Yorkshire, the NE and Scotland. 
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Anglia urban area population contrasted with scale of passenger rail use 
Populations over 7,500 with or without rail, populations below 7,500 only having a rail service. 

 

The table alongside shows there is 
large variability in the effectiveness 
of different Anglian rail services 
and stations. Even rail commuting 
to centres such as Norwich is 
limited in practice, not helped by 
low service frequency. The railway 
has a strong presence in only 7 of 
the 31 most populous and busiest 
centres, >15,000 pop. Some major 
towns have no link, lacking even a 
‘virtual railway’ bus. 
 
However, for some smaller Anglia 
communities, it is clear that the 
railway performs a vital role as a 
principal means of travel to the 
rest of Anglia, and beyond. 
 
The figures describe an immature 
economy with few agglomeration 
effects and Gross Value Added 
gains that come with more inter-
dependence between places within 
practical journey times. 
 
Outside the London commuting 
belt, Cambridge’s knowledge-
based economy shows a strong 
level of agglomeration, with high 
rail volumes, and also with high 
percentage rail use nearby. 
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Other urban areas in Anglia with resident 
populations >3,000 in 2011: 
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Comparative effectiveness of road and rail for main corridors in Anglia 
 
The maps alongside show the relative use made of rail and trunk road corridors in Anglia. They are 
taken from a new consultative report, Improving Connectivity, published by Network Rail in 
December 2014 and supported by the Department for Transport. Its conclusion is that the railway – 
as described above independently – can raise its game, to secure much better public and market 
value and assist the economic growth of the region, compared to the high cost/low yield 
infrastructure and services which exist now. A £1bn capital cost is put on this. 
 
Doubling of most services is suggested, though in some cases this would change current service 
structures. The main objective is to enable quicker journey times overall between all significant 
centres of population and jobs, not just on a few, London-focused flows. The railways could offer 
more of a 21st century ‘lifestyle’ service. This could also have good benefits in relieving Anglia’s 
roads of unnecessary inter-urban and commuting traffic. In some cases the ideas cut across existing 
rail investment priorities. However the purpose of the consultation is to test opinions on the 
general thrust of better connectivity, as well as stimulate views on specific options. Consultation 
ends on 28th February 2015. JRC estimates that, at £5,000 pa GVA per extra economic efficiency 
and output per household (at an average 2.3 persons per home), the £1bn capital costs would be 
covered if 220,000 households benefited to that extent across the Anglia area. At £15,000 pa 
nominal GVA per new job, an inward stimulus of 10,000 new jobs in rail-served locations would be 
worth £150m pa, which could support significant service enhancements. 
 
COMPETITIVENESS OF JOURNEY TIMES 
 
The tables overleaf have been compiled by JRC to show comparative journey times between major 
urban and business centres in Anglia (here focusing only on Cambridgeshire, Norfolk and Suffolk, 
and as far as Stansted). By road, timings are from centre to centre, by rail from station to station 
plus some waiting, interchange and station access times. In this overview, under 30% of peak car 
journey O&D sample pairs achieve 40 mph or more between major centres, with over 80% in the 
offpeak. On a similar basis, the rail proportion is only 11% at 40mph or more, with some journeys 
not feasible. 15% of rail journeys had average speeds of less than 25 mph, with some journeys over 
2-2½ hours because of poor connections and hourly trains. This disadvantages Anglia’s economy. 
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Comparative journey times by road and rail -  peak times 

 
 
Car or rail faster for journeys? – peak times (rail faster if blue, rail slower if red) – net difference in minutes shown in table below 
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Comparative journey times by road and rail -  offpeak times 

 
 
Car or rail faster for journeys? – offpeak times (rail faster if blue, rail slower if red) – net difference in minutes shown in table below 
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Commentary on road and rail journey times 
 
Both road and rail travel times put Anglia at a disadvantage, compared to more central parts of England. The starting point is that Anglia has 
comparatively long inter-urban travel distances. There is an average distance of 50 miles for the 325 O&D journey pairs between populous cities and 
towns, plus Stansted Airport and some business centres, which are set out above. This puts a premium on good inter-urban travel times. 
 
With an estimate of under 30% of peak time car O&D journey pairs achieving 40 mph or more, for many longish journeys, this means that the bulk of 
journeys will be taking an hour or more, with an average journey time of 1¼ hours across the area. This is based on a 30% additional time for inter-
urban travel in peaks (it can be longer), and a 50% increase in times for local journeys up to 20 miles in distance. The proportion of peak time flows 
under 40 mph would still be more than half of all O&D journey pairs, if the extra peak time delay averaged only 15% on long inter-urban travel, and 
only 25% for local trips. 
 
The combination of long distances and long journey times limits Anglia’s competitiveness, through constraints on accessibility, connectivity and the 
effective working day. The ability to cluster skills and secure agglomeration advantages is reduced because of the shortfall in road transport 
infrastructure. Offpeak timings show over 80% of journeys achieving 40 mph or more, which helps daytime business and leisure travel, however this 
is also largely on single carriageway roads which incur stressful driving. 
 
With the rail infrastructure, there are multiple shortcomings. Only three main lines within Anglia – Ipswich-Norwich, Stansted-Cambridge-
Peterborough and Norwich-Thetford-Ely-(Cambridge/Peterborough) have at least two trains every hour or more. All other lines, and most individual 
services, offer only basic hourly frequencies offpeak (on the Bury Line, one service is hourly, and one is every two hours). There are occasional 
additional peak trains, not assessed in this quick survey. The outcome is many long waits for connecting trains, and slow overall journeys, as 
highlighted in the tables above. Just 18 O&D journeys (under 6%) are as quick as or quicker by rail than car, in the offpeak sample, after allowing for 
some time to access the stations and wait for trains. In peak times under a quarter of the O&D journey pairs are quicker by rail. 
 
It is this shortfall in rail output qualities – therefore jeopardising value for public money and also limiting opportunities for economic growth – which 
Network Rail (supported by the Department for Transport) are challenging in the report “Improving Connectivity”. Our initial research suggests that 
more through trains – to speed up journey times between major O&D urban and business centre pairs – are potentially as important as increasing 
service frequency to at least 2 trains per hour, plus quicker interchanges. 
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Conclusions 
 
There is no shortage of options to improve road and rail travel, and offer better bus links as well, around Anglia, and between Anglia and other parts 
of Britain. There are emerging topics such as securing the best economic leverage from projects such as Sizewell and Mildenhall. There are already 
many individual ideas and initiatives around. However the scale and relevance of transport investment should be validated, in terms of measures 
such as value for money, affordability, and timescales for delivery. Just aiming for the first obvious ‘solution’ might not be the best approach when 
the required outputs are taken in the round. 
 
JRC considers that the summary analyses set out above make a clear case, that Anglia’s main inter-urban corridors for both modes require 
improvement, to achieve shorter journey times and better capacity between main centres and business development areas. Road initiatives are likely 
to focus on outputs which improve journey quality and journey times. The same generality will apply also to rail (and ‘virtual railways’ supplied by 
bus links), but from a worse starting point, because the inter-urban and commuting rail offer is much less satisfactory as a whole than the road  offer, 
as demonstrated by the usage mapping above. Enabling the existing railway to do more is a large challenge, away from the three main routes. 
Enabling it to become a trusted, ‘lifestyle’ umbilical is a challenge beyond that. It is open to the New Anglia LEP to ensure that the ‘Norwich in Ninety’ 
project is delivered, whilst also spreading the railway frequency and connectivity net more widely. 
 
There is a combined 1.4m population for the 25 urban and business development areas described above, and ca. 2½m including Anglian towns over 
3,000 population plus those in north Essex. Looking to the expansion of the Anglian population and economy, there are major towns and business areas 
with growing populations and expanding economies who merit either a direct rail service or a high quality busway. Wisbech, Haverhill, East Dereham 
and Mildenhall, not rail-served, have populations in the 12-30,000 range. At Chesterton, a station opens in 2016 for Cambridge Science Park. 
 
Much of Anglia’s economic growth will rely on existing urban areas – whose economic capabilities need strengthening – plus improved inter-urban 
roads. However it is unlikely that the whole burden should be road based, nor that this will represent the right investment to achieve the best 
outputs. The DfT has already shown interest in a fundamental Anglian rail recast. Expanding business centres such as Martlesham Heath, and 
potentially Sizewell/ Saxmundham and a future Mildenhall vacant airbase, point to a dynamic for new road and rail links to be considered urgently as 
part of a visioning plan for Anglia’s connectivity as a whole. 
 
JRC is keen to discuss the basis of a scoping study or a more extensive analysis, to develop the thinking shown in this outline document. 
 
2nd February 2015 
 



 JRC 

 

  

ANGLIA MAJOR POPULATION 
CATCHMENTS 

 
Size of circles proportional to 
size of population 
Resident population > 6,700 
 
Selected major business 
development opportunities 
shown, also 40 mile 
catchments from Sizewell and 
Mildenhall Airbase. 
 
Locations with railway 
stations or busway shown 
with blue circles. Locations 
without stations shown with 
red circles. 


